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People are spending more time at home and using their living space in a variety of different ways. As a result 

many of us have been considering how we’d like to make changes or freshen up rooms that have become a little 

tired. If this sounds familiar and you are planning to hit the ground running post lock down, here’s a little 

inspiration especially for you.

Which rooms will you focus on in the coming weeks and months?  
We’ve chosen two fun yet elegant entrance halls and a cool and cosy living room to cheer everyone up.
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The accessories in any room design are finishing touches, like the earrings, shoes and handbag to any outfit. 
Each element has its own part to play in adding detail, and often a pop of colour, in a mainly neutral scheme. In 

the featured entrance hall paint colours are soft and simple allowing the elaborate, bespoke wall mural to take 

centre stage. The elegant and sophisticated mural, a timeless classic for any period home, depicts a vintage 

jungle scene, featuring explorers, carried by an elephant, making their way through a tropical wilderness. Sepia 

tones run through the design with hints of blues and mustards ageing the piece, albeit delicately.  We carefully 
measured and scaled the image to the exact size of the room, which had a ceiling height of almost four meters. 

Our highly skilled decorators then set to work precisely hanging the mural piece by piece. All worth while for 

what is an eye-catching and unusual entrance hall. 

FINISHING TOUCHES 
We’ve accessorised this hallway using beautiful 
tear drop glass table lamps, hand finished in 

Zircon blue with etched glass and lucite base, a 

natural stone vase filled with delicate silk 

flowers in neutral shades and a large velum 

mirror with aged glass which adds depth, an 
exclusive feel and a touch of drama. 
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This Roger Oats stair runner in delicate pastel shades 

brings the classical staircase to life whilst light weight 
linens breath new life into these wonderful living 

rooms. This linen is suitable for occasional lightweight 

upholstery too. Please ask for more details.

Pastel shades used in the fabulous 100% wool stair runner and delicate tones on the walls keep the space 
feeling young and fresh whilst adding a fun touch to classical entrance hall. Rugs are available too.
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Over recent weeks people have spent much more time at home. Needing a place to be productive and focussed 

for work, room to relax or enjoy family time and a peaceful space in which to unwind.  They have discovered how 

light moves around a room, creating sunny morning spots or shady afternoon spaces. Kitchens, so often the 

heart of the home, have become a place for cooking, eating, working in and working out. Spare bedrooms have 
become studies and the dining tables have doubled as desks. Never has it been so important that the spaces we 

live in are comfortable and practical as well as inviting and beautiful. 

Detailed planning and careful measuring are essential to any project. Our talented design team can help you with 

home styling, space planning, paint colours, wall coverings, curtains, blinds, flooring, rugs, furniture, lamps, 

lighting and decorative accessories. All of which present exciting opportunities to enhance your living space. 

WATCH OUT FOR NEWS ON OUR OUR SPRING CLEARANCE ITEMS-COMING SOON 

Sign-up to our Newsletter or follow us on Facebook, Instagram or Houzz for ideas and inspiration, details of 

our latest offers and top tips on new trends.

http://eepurl.com/g1A4O9
http://facebook.com/paulagundry.interiors/
https://www.instagram.com/paulagundry/
https://www.houzz.co.uk/pro/paulagundryinteriors
http://eepurl.com/g1A4O9
http://facebook.com/paulagundry.interiors/
https://www.instagram.com/paulagundry/
https://www.houzz.co.uk/pro/paulagundryinteriors
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